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From the Publisher
The Spring 2019 issue of the TAB Journal delves into the safety precautions for
working in confined spaces, dealing with smart pumps, and other unique case studies
that AABC members have worked on.
Jeremy Hoffman, TBE of Southwest Testing and Balancing, LLC starts this issue off
with a case study on a standalone building that housed a salon, and discusses how the
modifications done to the system impacted his work.
Next, Tom Holcomb, TBE from Precisionaire of the Midwest, Inc. writes about his
company's work on a project with smart pumps, and how TAB skills were necessary to
bring a satisfactory result to the job.
Then, William K. Thomas Jr., TBE from Thomas-Young Associates, Inc. goes in-depth
on the details of fan performance for required airflow.
In our cover story: Henry M. Long, P.E., CxA from Addison Energy Technologies,
LLC gives a helpful look into the different regulations that must be considered by test
& balance professionals when they work in confined spaces for a job.
Lastly, Joe Sieber, TBE, CxA from American Air Balance Co., Inc. writes a case study
on issues that needed to be solved with a HVAC system before he could even begin
TAB work.
Thank you to all the authors for their contributions to this issue of the TAB Journal. If
you have any comments, article suggestions, or questions to be addressed in a future
Tech Talk, please contact us. We look forward to hearing from you.
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Jeremy Hoffman, TBE
Southwest Testing and Balancing, LLC

BALANCING in

Style

Our firm was contacted by the owner of a few local salon suites. She explained that
she did not believe her HVAC systems were properly installed or balanced, complaining
of a smell in the space along with air noise and hot and cold spots.

W

cooling mode, the damper would open, hold for 30 seconds,
and then close back down. Zone dampers are designed to
stay open to satisfy the space temperature, which was not
the case here.

Upon our investigation, we found a few issues, including the
thermostats for each zone damper installed with incorrect
control boards. When a zone damper thermostat was put into

We also found bypass dampers duct taped closed for three
of the units and bypass dampers installed backward (the
“open” setting was closed and “closed” was open) on two
other A/C units. Normally, the bypass dampers are designed
to modulate and control the amount of cubic feet per minute
(CFM) between the unit and the zone dampers.

e requested that she send the mechanical drawings
to review and see what type of equipment/system
had been installed. The standalone building had
six rooftop package A/C units, two belt-driven exhaust fans,
several variable volume and temperature zone dampers for
each individual room, and a bypass damper between the
supply and return ductwork for each rooftop unit.
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This was a manual application; no direct digital control
units installed. The two exhaust fans were designed to
run continuously during occupied hours along with the six
A/C units, but the exhaust fans were not tied into the wall
timer. We could not begin unit balance until these deficient
items were corrected and clean air filters were installed in
the units.
Once we confirmed the deficient items were corrected, we
began TAB by adjusting each A/C unit’s thermostat to “fanon mode,” with no cooling so the zone thermostats would
not activate, then adjusting the zone damper thermostats
into cooling mode to force the dampers open 100 percent.
Once the zone dampers were confirmed opened, we verified
the bypass damper for each unit was closed (extra weight
was added to each bypass damper).
The supply and return grilles were then read and recorded
for each unit and balanced using the manual balancing
dampers based on the total preliminary CFM totals. The
two exhaust fans that served into the main return ductwork
for each A/C unit (three units per exhaust fan) were
traversed for total CFM and then balanced using manual

balancing dampers. The reason the exhaust fans were tied
into each unit’s return duct was to remove the chemical
odor of the salon products from the space. Once each piece
of equipment was adjusted within allowable tolerance
– including outside air – all the grilles and the exhaust
inlets were read and recorded as final. The final data was
collected on each piece of equipment and the zone damper
thermostats were adjusted back to their original setpoint.
Upon completion of the balance and the final data compiled,
the unit thermostats were adjusted to cooling and the zone
damper thermostats were adjusted one at a time to test their
functionality, making sure they open and satisfy space
temperature. Half of the zone dampers were forced opened
to re-check the functionality of the bypass damper; this
testing was completed for each A/C unit.
The importance of proper TAB on a project like this is
reflected in the comfortability of the space for the tenants
and the energy savings of our client. The owners have
since had their design team exclude TAB from the design
documents as “owner furnished,” and our firm is being
hired direct.

Sponsor/Exhibit Opportunities

Sponsoring or exhibiting at AABC meetings connects you to our more than 600
affiliated member companies and their over 2,000 certified professionals in the
testing & balancing and commissioning fields.
Email info@aabc.com or info@commissioning.org for more information.
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THE

SMART
PUMP

Tom Holcomb, TBE
Precisionaire of the Midwest, Inc.

L

ife is becoming more and more automated every
day as technology develops. The TAB world is not
exempt from this, but that doesn’t mean that the
TAB technician will be obsolete any time soon. Recent
advancements – including automatic flow control devices,
smart pumps, mobile apps, etc. – are great for the industry,
but by no means make any HVAC autonomous or selfbalancing. The testing & balancing of a HVAC system, even
one with the most up-to-date technology, still requires a
knowledgeable and proficient TAB team.
On a recent project, our firm came across a few instances
where the TAB technician had to work closely with the
engineer, controls contractor, and smart pump sales rep
to achieve a heating water balance that would meet the
design specifications. The heating water system was
designed to serve multiple variable air volume (VAV)
re-heat coils throughout a small medical facility. The
issue that arose was that when the heating load in the
building was at a minimum, the smart pumps that
were being used to circulate the heating water would
decrease the flow to a point that the inline boilers would
trip off on low water flow.
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The resulting investigation by the TAB personnel found
that the two-way piping system was not designed with any
bypass capabilities. The smart pumps were set up to operate
by maintaining a constant discharge pressure so when the
heating demand was at a minimum the VAV re-heat coil control
valves would close and the system flow would drop below the
minimum flow for the inline boiler, causing it to trip off. The
mechanical contractor was notified and the corrections to the
piping system were made by adding a bypass at the end of the
heating loop and one in the boiler room.

the pump. The next logical thing to look at was the triple-duty
valve on the discharge side of the pump showing an alarm. A
pressure reading was taken across the triple-duty valve and it
showed a negative pressure, indicating that there was flow going
through the second smart pump in reverse. To further back up
the possibility of the flow going through the pump backwards,
the pump alarm was turned on and put into hand, which then
showed a positive pressure. This immediately told the TAB
team that the triple-duty valve had failed and there was flow
moving through the pump backwards.

The system was once again tested by the TAB personnel
only to find that there was still an issue with heating flow.
This resulted in looking closer at the smart pumps and their
associated components. The heating system was designed with
two smart pumps that were to operate lead lag based upon run
time. The pumps were piped in parallel with a common header
but separate return lines. We noticed that when one pump was
running, the other pump was showing an alarm. The strange
thing was that, even with the disconnect switch-off on, the
pump still lit up red.

Once again, the mechanical contractor was notified, and the
valve was replaced. The system was retested and found to
be operating as designed. The smart pump was operating
and moving the correct amount of water flow, but the flow
was not getting to its intended destination. It took qualified
TAB professionals to assess the situation and make logical
determinations based on proven techniques to find and resolve
the issues.

The sales rep for the smart pump indicated that if the disconnect
switch was off and the pump was showing an alarm, there
was a good possibility that there was water moving through

Technology is good for the TAB industry and will always be
moving forward to try and meet more efficient capabilities, but
there will always be a need for a qualified TAB firm to make
certain that what is designed and installed is operating to the
specifications that are intended.

Commercial

Blower Doors & DucTesters
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Automated SMACNA compliant reports

Blower Door Testing At Any Size
Most powerful blower door on the market

www.retrotec.com | sales@retrotec.com | 1-855-738-7683
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Bad Inlet Conditions to Fans
and the Effect Upon Centrifugal
Fan Performance
William K. Thomas Jr., TBE
Thomas-Young Associates, Inc.

Bad inlet
conditions on
fans are a common
occurrence that have detrimental
effects on fan performance, the lifecycle
of equipment and energy usage.

F

This is generally the cause of differences between
catalogued fan performance data and field-tested data and has
left many a balancer scratching their head.

or a fan impeller to operate efficiently and deliver the
required airflow, it needs to have the eye of the impeller
filled completely with air. The air needs to be uniform
and it needs to have a full flow profile. Contrary to common
belief, air is not always uniform in a duct system. This is
caused by turbulence at fittings, swirl or vorticity in the
system, and flow restrictions or blockages. All of these result
in nonuniform flow profiles and reduced fan performance.
Before a balancer even drills holes for testing, they should be
looking at how the system is ducted. Is there a nice straight
run into the inlet? Turning vanes? Are there two or more
unequally sized ducts tapped into a plenum feeding the inlet?

8

All of these are potentials for nonuniform flow profiles into the
impeller of the fan.
A reliable way to quickly determine if there is going to be a
problem is to know two things:
1) Velocity of the airflow entering the inlet of the fan in
feet per minute (FPM).
2) Duct area in square inches.
With these two pieces of data one can calculate the “100 percent
effective duct length” which should provide a uniform velocity
profile into the fan.

TAB Journal Spring 2019

If the velocity is more than 2500 FPM use this equation:
Le = V * A
10,600

the BHP will also be increased. In this condition, slowing the
fan down may not appreciably reduce the airflow, making a
balancer start to question fan laws.

If the velocity is less than 2500 FPM use this equation:
Le = A
4.3

Either results in unacceptable balanced conditions: you are
deficient in airflows or have too much and nothing you do
corrects it.

Where: Le = Effective duct length in Feet.

There are possible solutions to correct this situation. The
first should be the proper installation of the inlet duct. There
are many reasons for the improper installation such as not
enough room to run duct, however this is never the only cause.
Sometimes it is as simple as the contractor was just trying to
save some money installing it the cheapest way possible.

V = Duct Velocity in FPM.
A = Duct area in square inches.
By observing the condition of inlets to a system and by using
these simple equations, a balancer can save themselves a lot
of frustration down the road when the fan is not performing
after testing.
Do not rely on the installing contractor to follow the design
drawings or to know enough about airflow to install a system
correctly. Check it on your own. Improper duct design or
installation will introduce adverse inlet conditions to the
impeller of the fan.
When testing a fan with a bad inlet condition, if the spin is
in the direction of the impeller rotation, you will find lower
than anticipated airflows (often mimicking a fan operating
backwards), lower pressure and lower motor break horsepower.
Speeding up the fan may not solve the problem. It will
increase the amount of vorticity at the fan inlet and may make
the situation worse.
If the spin is counterclockwise to the impeller rotation, the
airflow and static pressure will be more than expected and

If the duct cannot be installed properly per accepted
engineering practices, there is another solution: remember
that what is happening is swirl (vorticity). The air inside the
inlet duct is following the outside diameter of duct and not the
middle. Think of water swirling down a drain; water follows
the side of the drain and there is a hole in the middle. The
same thing is occurring with air in the duct.
To stop vorticity in an inlet duct that cannot be properly
ducted, have the contractor install turning vanes if they are
missing or simply a sheet metal plate bisecting the duct. The
plate can be either horizontal or vertical, it does not matter.
What this does is stop the air from swirling and allows it to fill
the eye of the impeller again resulting in closer-to-cataloged
fan performance, and more importantly, a system that is
capable of being balanced correctly.
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BALANCING IN

CONFINED
SPACES
Henry M. Long, P.E., CxA
Addison Energy Technologies, LLC

B

alancers are sometimes required to perform TAB
work in confined spaces. A confined space is one
that has a limited means of entry and/or exit, is large
enough for a worker to enter, and is not intended for regular/
continuous occupancy. Examples of confined spaces include
steam or equipment pits, equipment enclosures (built-up air
handling units), equipment mezzanines or interstitial areas
and underground vaults.
The Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA)
categorizes areas of confined space as either construction
work or general industry work. Confined spaces are then

10

defined further as either a “permit-required confined
space” or a “confined space.” Typically, for confined spaces
identified as general industry work, the safety procedures
and permit requirements are already defined by the owner.
This isn’t the case for construction work, which must be
evaluated on a project-by-project basis.
An employer (TAB Agency) whose workers (TAB
Technicians) are engaged in either construction or general
industry work must comply with OSHA Requirements CFR
Title 29, Labor, Part 1926, revised July 1, 2015 for confined
space work.

TAB Journal Spring 2019

OSHA requirements make the “controlling contractor”
(usually the general contractor) in construction work the
primary point of contact for information about permit spaces
at the job site.
The “host employer” (usually the owner/government) must
provide information it has about permit spaces at the work
site to the controlling contractor, who passes it on to the
“employers” (TAB subcontractor) whose “employees” (TAB
Technicians) will enter the space.
The controlling contractor is also responsible for making sure
employers outside a space know not to create hazards in the
space – such as motor-driven generators placed at the entry
of a confined space – and that other employers working in
a confined space at the same time do not create hazards for
other workers.

OSHA categorizes areas of
confined space as either
construction work or general
industry work. Confined
spaces are then defined
further as either a “permitrequired confined space” or a
“confined space.”

Permit-Required Confined Space

Before employers can work at a construction site, each
employer must ensure that a competent person identifies
all confined spaces where one or more of their employees
may work, and identifies each space that is a permit space,
through consideration and evaluation of the elements of that
space, including testing as necessary.
Only workers who have been assigned and trained to work
in a permit space may do so. Before workers can enter
a permit space, the employer must write a permit that
specifies the safety measures that must be taken and who
can go in.
Typically, the host employer or controlling contractor sets
the training requirements for entrants. Training requirements
can range from a minimum of a 10 hours to a maximum 30
hours OSHA classes. Two online sources for this training are
OSHACampus.com and SafetyUnlimited.com.
The confined space permit should identify the project
supervisor, number of entrants, and any specialized
training required. The permit shall include site location,
purpose of entry and estimated duration of occupancy.
Communication and rescue procedures should also be
identified as well as any special safety equipment including
ventilation air, body harnesses, winches, protective
clothing, fire extinguishers, etc.

A permit-required confined space (permit space) means
a confined space that has one or more or the following
characteristics:

Air monitoring for hazardous gases may be required
depending on site conditions. The following gases are
typically monitored before and during entry along with the
lower flammable limit:

1. The space has a potentially hazardous atmosphere.

• Percent oxygen

2. Contains a material that has the potential for engulfing an
entrant.

• Carbon monoxide

3. Has an internal configuration (piping, conduit, ductwork,
etc.) such that an entrant could be trapped or asphyxiated.
4. Contains other recognized serious safety or health hazards.

TAB Journal Spring 2019

• Aromatic hydrocarbon
• Hydrogen cyanide
• Hydrogen sulfide
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• Sulfur dioxide
• Ammonia
OSHA has regulations as to the acceptable level and duration
of exposure to these gases.
A safety standby person (attendant) is required for all
confined space work. The attendant’s responsibilities include:
1. Must be familiar with the hazards that may be faced
during entry.
2. Communicates with the authorized entrant.
3. Assesses activities and conditions inside and outside the
space.
4. Summons rescue and other emergency services as
required.

Case Study - “Permit-Required Confined Space”
This project involved balancing manual circuit setters on
condenser well field loops for a geothermal heat pump
system. The well field loops were manifolded in underground
vaults. There were five vaults with as many as 30 well loops
tied into the manifold for each vault.

The vaults were concrete construction, 6 ft. in diameter,
horizontally installed with two 30 in. manholes on either
end. There were no ladders, lights or sump pumps installed
in the vaults.
The vault and well field plans were shown on the civil site
construction plans with no coordination between the civil
and mechanical plans. Balancing of the well field vaults was
not included in the TAB scope or specifications.
At the completion of construction of the well fields, vaults,
and condenser water system piping into the building, we
were asked to provide a change order price by the well field
contractor to balance the circuit setters inside the vaults.
After much discussion, it was agreed that the vaults were a
“permit required” confined space. The permit procedures
requirements were written by the general contractor and
were made part of the change order documents for pricing.
The entry permit required gas test monitoring prior to – and
during – entry, ventilation, lighting, rescue retrieval (harness
and winch), two-way communication, an attendant, and 10
hours of OSHA training in confined spaces for the entrant.
An equipment rental package was put together and priced by
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a local rental company. The rental package included a gasdriven generator, ventilation fan and flexible duct, gas tester,
retrieval winch and body harness. Cost was approximately
$750/week. When the rental equipment was delivered to
the jobsite, it was noted that the gas detector was not in
calibration which delayed the project three weeks while
waiting for calibration.
After the vault proved negative for hazardous gases, initial
entry into the vault indicated 12 to 15 in. of water in the
bottom of the vault. Additional time was lost waiting for
the water in the vault to be pumped out. Our balancing
production time was almost double the amount of time
to balance the same number of circuit setters in a normal
mechanical room. There was also the additional cost of an
attendant.
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Case Study - “Confined Space”
This project involved balancing existing VAV boxes where
the controllers were replaced with new ones. The facility was
a research lab and the VAV boxes were in an interstitial space
between floors. The building had three floors with three
wings per floor. The interstitial space was also open between
wings. The building was of sufficient size such that there
was no clear line of sight from one side of the building to the
other or from one wing to the next. The areas were dimly
lit and there were no exit signs on the perimeter walls. Due
to the high concentration of piping, conduits, ductwork and
equipment, there was no cell phone coverage.
This space was considered a confined space but did not
meet the requirements for a permit-required confined space
because it was ventilated and had no known source of
hazardous materials. However, safety protocols were needed
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Summary

for technicians working in the space. An overview of the
safety protocols are as follows:
1. All technicians had to sign-in and sign-out with the general
contractor to enter or exit the space on a daily basis.
2. All work had to be done with a two-man crew.

Confined spaces are not easily identified by a plan review,
especially permit-required confined spaces. TAB technicians
need to be trained and have the proper safety equipment to
enter and work in a confined space. Additional planning,

3. Each technician was required to have two sources of
battery-powered lights (usually a head-lamp attached to the
hard hat and a hand-held light).

manpower, and equipment are required. Production rates
should be adjusted accordingly.
If for any reason you think your work area has a confined

4. Two-way radio communication was required between the
two technicians.

space, a Request for Information (RFI) should be written and

5. It was established that the fastest and safest way to exit the
space was to find the nearest perimeter wall and follow the
wall to the nearest exit. This could take up to 20 minutes
depending on your location in the space.

sent to the host or controlling contractor to identify the area.
If confined spaces are not noted, you should quantify your bid
and state that no additional time or expense has been included
in your price for working in a confined space. On existing
facilities, if possible, attend a pre-bid meeting at the facility to

6. A “point of rescue” was established at each exit door on
each wing in the interstitial space.

identify any confined spaces and work conditions.
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The NEW testo 440
Air velocity & IAQ Meter

testo 420 Flow Hood

The testo 440 combines the benefits of a
compact and handheld device with intuitive
menus and a comprehensive selection of both
Bluetooth and wired measurement probes.
For more info visit www.testo.com
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Correcting Low Airflow &
Patient Comfort Issues
in an Older Air Induction Unit

Joe Sieber, TBE, CxA
American Air Balance Co., Inc.

Our firm was recently contracted to provide TAB and outside air (OSA) verification for a
24-bed skilled nursing wing in a local hospital facility. This report was needed to provide
re-certification, The Office of Statewide Health Planning & Development (OSHPD) Table
4A of the facility. The original design and build was completed November 18, 1971, and no
major renovations had been completed other than normal maintenance.
The original 100 percent OSA air handler serving the secondfloor induction units was rated for 9,015 cubic feet per meter
(CFM) at 7.5 in. static. When tested, we found the unit to
be operating at 5400 CFM, 60 percent of the rated design,
at 5.38 in. Each of the induction units had a design of 100
CFM to 105 CFM primary air. Once we performed a check
of the induction units, we found that they were delivering
less than half of the design airflow, and many had zero flow.
This project quickly became a survey to identify the issues,
as it was clear that we would not be able to meet the required
design for the system. After consulting with the facilities
and the current mechanical engineer, a path was laid out to
identify the major issues, and to determine what corrective
action would be needed to achieve the results needed.
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We continued with our survey and found numerous issues,
such as system leakage due to old sealant that was broken
and needed to be redone, clogged pre-filters in the induction
units that had not been changed in six years based on the
install dates written on the filters, and missing manual
volume dampers. Further inspection of the induction units
revealed that most had missing or broken balancing damper
adjustment rods and dirty, clogged and/or worn out nozzles
in the induction units.
Upon the completion of our survey and discussion with
facilities personnel, we found it interesting that they
proceeded to tell us about the ongoing issues they were having
trying to maintain patient comfort – constant complaints of
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too hot/too cold – which was noted during the survey process.
A multi-step plan was discussed to correct and seal ductwork,
replace the filters, clean the coils, clean the induction units,
verify with carrier if the nozzles in the induction units
need to be replaced, and to install and/or repair the missing

“

This type of system
is rarely installed
or used in medical
facilities in our area,
as the new OSHPD
code requirements are
much more difficult to
maintain and meet.

and broken balancing dampers/adjustment rods. Once the
corrective actions have been made, we will be returning to
provide the original contacted TAB for the systems.
This type of system is rarely installed or used in medical
facilities in our area, as the new OSHPD code requirements
are much more difficult to maintain and meet. This system
was also a learning experience for our younger technicians
as they have not worked on an active induction unit system,
but rather read about them in the AABC National Standards,
and AABC Technician Training Manual. Developing a good
relationship with the facilities personnel and mechanical
engineer assisted our firm to move forward with this
project, opened additional work, and provided new learning
opportunities for our technicians.

“

Need a Better

Test & Balance Spec?
AABC CAN HELP!

n Specify for Independence n Recommended, achievable
tolerances
n Detailed contractor
responsibilities to ensure n Detailed procedural requirements
readiness for T&B
n AIA format, MasterSpec approved
For more information: www.aabc.com/specifications
Email headquarters@aabc.com, or call 202-737-0202
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AABC NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP
ALABAMA

Performance Testing &
Balancing Co., Inc.
Cleveland, Alabama
(205) 274-4889
Superior Test & Balance, Inc.
Gulf Shores, Alabama
(251) 317-3088
Systems Analysis, Inc.
Birmingham, Alabama
(205) 802-7850

ARIZONA

Arizona Air Balance Company
Tempe, Arizona
(480) 966-2001
ETB Arizona, LLC
Glendale, Arizona
(602) 861-1827
General Air Control, Inc.
Tucson, Arizona
(520) 887-8850
Phoenix Test and Balance, LLC
Glendale, AZ
(602) 708-6618
Precisionaire of Arizona, Inc.
Phoenix, Arizona
(623) 580-1644
Southwest Testing
& Balancing, LLC
Peoria, Arizona
(602) 370-6601
Systems Commissioning &
Testing, Inc.
Tucson, Arizona
(520) 884-4792
Tab Technology, Inc.
Mesa, Arizona
(480) 964-0187
Technical Air Balance SW, Inc.
Phoenix, Arizona
(623) 492-0831

CALIFORNIA

Air Balance Company, Inc.
Covina, California
(626) 339-4700
American Air Balance Co., Inc.
Anaheim, California
(714) 693-3700
Los Angeles Air Balance
Company, Inc.
Upland, California
(800) 429-6880
Matrix Air Balance, Inc.
Torrance, California
(310) 320-9020
MESA3, Inc.
San Jose, California
(408) 928-3000
National Air Balance Co., Inc.
Fremont, California
(510) 623-7000
Pacific Test and Balance, Inc.
Fairfield, California
(707) 696-2444
Penn Air Control, Inc.
Cypress, California
(714) 220-9091
Penn Air Control, Inc.
San Diego, California
(760) 451-2025
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RSAnalysis, Inc.
El Dorado Hills, California
(916) 358-5672
San Diego Air Balance, Co., Inc.
Escondido, California
(760) 741-5401
Winaire, Inc.
Huntington Beach, California
(714) 901-2747

COLORADO

Proficient Balancing
Company, LLC
Arvada, Colorado
(303) 870-0249

CONNECTICUT
CFM Test & Balance
Corporation
Bethel, Connecticut
(203) 778-1900

Up-to-date listings always available at www.aabc.com/member-locator

GEORGIA

Addison Energy
Technologies, LLC
Toccoa, Georgia
(706) 244-0383
Augusta Air Balance
Company, LLC
Martinez, Georgia
(706) 799-2254
Southern Balance Company
Marietta, Georgia
(770) 850-1027
TAB Services, Inc.
Norcross, Georgia
(404) 329-1001
Test and Balance Corporation
Roswell, Georgia
(678) 393-9401

GUAM

James E. Brennan Company, Inc.
Wallingford, Connecticut
(203) 269-1454

Penn Air Control, Inc.
Tamuning, Guam
(671) 477-0325

FLORIDA

HAWAII

Absolute Balance, Inc.
Oviedo, Florida
(407) 402-3256
Air Balance Unlimited, Inc.
Altamonte Springs, Florida
(407) 383-8259
Air Proserv, Inc.
Boca Raton, Florida
(561) 208-3882
Bay to Bay Balancing, Inc.
Lutz, Florida
(813) 971-4545
ecoTAB, LLC
Sarasota, Florida
(941) 926-2916
Gregor Hartenhoff, Inc.
Pompano Beach, Florida
(954) 786-3420
Perfect Balance, Inc.
Jupiter, Florida
(561) 575-4919
Precision Balance, Inc.
Orlando, Florida
(407) 876-4112
Professional Air Balancing, Inc.
Clearwater, Florida
(727) 592-9666
Southern Balance, Inc.
Milton, Florida
(850) 623-9229
Southern Independent
Testing Agency, Inc.
Lutz, Florida
(813) 949-1999
Test and Balance Corporation
Lutz, Florida
(813) 909-8809
The Phoenix Agency, Inc.
Lutz, Florida
(813) 908-7701
Thermocline Corp.
Merritt Island, Florida
(321) 453-3499

Pacific Test and Balance, Inc.
Waipahu, Hawaii
(808) 488-2444
Penn Air Control, Inc.
Kapolei, Hawaii
(808) 492-1640
Test and Balance Corp.
of the Pacific
Honolulu, Hawaii
(808) 593-1924

ILLINOIS

Illinois Certified, LLC
Springfield, Illinois
(217)-553-6977
United Building &
Energy Services, LLC
Wheaton, Illinois
(630) 790-4940

INDIANA

Fluid Dynamics, Inc.
Fort Wayne, Indiana
(260) 490-8011
Synergy Test & Balance, Inc.
Indianapolis, Indiana
(317) 222-1828

IOWA

Systems Management &
Balancing, Inc.
Waukee, Iowa
(515) 987-2825

KENTUCKY

Thermal Balance, Inc.
Nicholasville, Kentucky
(859) 277-6158
Thermal Balance, Inc.
Ashland, Kentucky
(606) 325-4832
Thermal Balance, Inc.
Paducah, Kentucky
(270) 744-9723

LOUISIANA

Coastal Air Balance Corp.
Metairie, Louisiana
(504) 834-4537
Tech-Test Inc. of Louisiana
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
(225) 752-1664

MARYLAND

American Testing, Inc.
Ellicott City, Maryland
(410) 461-6211

Senco Services Corporation
St. Louis, Missouri
(314) 432-5100

Baumgartner, Inc.
Hunt Valley, Maryland
(410) 785-1720

Testing & Balance Co. of the
Ozarks, LLC (TABCO)
Republic, Missouri
(417) 443-4430

Chesapeake Testing & Balancing
Engineers, Inc.
Easton, Maryland
(410) 820-9791

NEVADA

CJ Weisman Balancing, LLC
Easton, Maryland
(443) 496-0625

American Air Balance Co., Inc.
Las Vegas, Nevada
(702) 255-7331
Mechanical Test and Balance
Corporation
Las Vegas, Nevada
(702) 737-3030

Environmental Balancing
Corporation
Clinton, Maryland
(301) 868-6334
Performance Test and
Balance, LLC
Chester, Maryland
(301) 809-0100
ProTAB, Inc.
Hampstead, Maryland
(410) 935-8249
Quality Test and Balance, LLC
Pasadena, Maryland
(410) 647-1015
Test & Balancing, Inc.
Laurel, Maryland
(301) 953-0120

MASSACHUSETTS

Thomas-Young Associates, Inc.
Marion, Massachusetts
(508) 748-0204

MICHIGAN

Aerodynamics Inspecting Co.
Dearborn, Michigan
(313) 584-7450
Air Solutions, Inc.
Lapeer, Michigan
(810) 358-8644
Airflow Testing, Inc.
Lincoln Park, Michigan
(313) 382-8378

Penn Air Control, Inc.
Las Vegas, Nevada
(702) 221-9877
Raglen System Balance, Inc.
Reno, Nevada
(775) 747-0100
RSAnalysis, Inc.
Las Vegas, Nevada
(702) 740-5537
TABITT, LLC
Las Vegas, Nevada
(702) 912-5700

NEW JERSEY

Airology
Bridgewater, New Jersey
(908) 722-1776
Effective Air Balance, Inc.
Hoboken, New Jersey
(973) 790-6748
National Air Balance
Company, LLC
Paramus, New Jersey
(201) 444-8777

NEW YORK

Mechanical Testing, Inc.
Saratoga Springs, New York
(518) 450-7292
Mechanical Testing, Inc
Binghamton, New York
(607) 722-1819

MINNESOTA

Precision Testing & Balancing, Inc.
Brooklyn, New York
(718) 994-2300

Mechanical Data Corporation
Bloomington, Minnesota
(952) 473-1176

Airflow Experts, Inc.
Graham, North Carolina
(336) 229-1470

Air Systems Engineering, Inc.
Edina, Minnesota
(952) 807-6759

Mechanical Test and
Balance Corporation
Maple Plain, Minnesota
(763) 479-6300
SMB of Minnesota
Blaine, Minnesota
(763) 398-3284

MISSISSIPPI

Capital Air Balance, Inc.
Terry, Mississippi
(601) 878-6701

MISSOURI

Miller Certified Air, Inc.
St. Louis, Missouri
(314) 352-8981

NORTH CAROLINA

enTAB, Inc.
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
(336) 896-0090
Palmetto Air &
Water Balance, Inc.
Charlotte, North Carolina
(704) 587-7073
Palmetto Air &
Water Balance, Inc.
Greensboro, North Carolina
(336) 275-6678
Palmetto Air & Water Balance,
Inc. (Raleigh)
Morrisville, North Carolina
(919) 460-7730

Precisionaire of the
Midwest, Inc.
Grain Valley, Missouri
(816) 847-1380
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Palmetto Air &
Water Balance, Inc.
Wilmington, North Carolina
(910) 202-3850
TAB Services, Inc.
Charlotte, North Carolina
(803) 517-8002
The Phoenix Agency
of North Carolina, Inc
Winston-Salem, NC
(336) 744-1998

NORTH DAKOTA
Design Control, Inc.
Fargo, North Dakota
(701) 237-3037

OHIO

Air Balance Unlimited, Inc.
Thornville, Ohio
(614) 595-9619
Kahoe Air Balance Company
Eastlake (Cleveland), Ohio
(440) 946-4300
Kahoe Air Balance Company
(Cincinnati/Dayton)
West Chester, Ohio
(513) 248-4141

SOUTH CAROLINA
Palmetto Air &
Water Balance, Inc.
Greenville, South Carolina
(864) 877-6832

Palmetto Air &
Water Balance, Inc.
Charleston, South Carolina
(843) 789-5550

TENNESSEE

Environmental Test &
Balance Company
Memphis, Tennessee
(901) 373-9946
Systems Analysis, Inc.
Hermitage, Tennessee
(615) 883-9199
Thermal Balance, Inc. (Nashville)
Hendersonville, Tennessee
(615) 768-5461
United Testing & Balancing, Inc.
Nashville, Tennessee
(615) 331-1294
United Testing & Balancing, Inc.
Knoxville, Tennessee
(865) 922-5754

Kahoe Air Balance Company
(Columbus)
Gahanna, Ohio
(614) 694-2558

TEXAS

PBC, Inc.
(Professional Balance Co.)
Willoughby, Ohio
(440) 975-9494

Air Balancing Company, Inc.
Fort Worth, Texas
(817) 572-6994

Precision Air Balance
Company, Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio
(216) 362-7727
R.H. Cochran and
Associates, Inc.
Wickliffe, Ohio
(440) 585-5940

OREGON

American Commissioning
Consultants
Newberg, Oregon
(503) 537-0773
Northwest Engineering
Service, Inc.
Tigard, Oregon
(503) 639-7525

PENNSYLVANIA

Butler Balancing Company, Inc.
Thorndale, Pennsylvania
(610) 873-6905
Flood and Sterling, Inc.
New Cumberland, Pennsylvania
(717) 232-0529
Kahoe Air Balance Company
(Pittsburgh)
Canonsburg, Pennsylvania
(724) 941-3335
WAE Balancing, Inc.
Mercer, Pennsylvania
(724) 662-5743

PUERTO RICO
Penn Air Control, Inc.
Naguabo, PR
(787) 874-3612

Aerodynamics Inspecting Co.
Houston, Texas
(281) 481-2100

AIR Engineering and Testing, Inc.
Dallas, Texas
(972) 386-0144
Air Technology Consulting, LLC
Plano, Texas
(817) 442-5214
Austin Air Balancing Corporation
Austin, Texas
(512) 477-7247
Delta-T, Ltd.
Garland, Texas
(972) 494-2300
Delta-T, Ltd.
Austin, Texas
(512) 590-1051
Engineered Air Balance Co., Inc.
Richardson, Texas
(972) 818-9000
Engineered Air Balance Co., Inc.
San Antonio, Texas
(210) 736-9494

PHI Service Agency, Inc.
Corpus Christi, Texas
(361) 248-4861
PHI Service Agency, Inc.
(Rio Grande Valley)
Alamo, Texas
(956) 781-9998
Precision Flow Engineering
Mansfield, Texas
(817) 453-8588
Professional Balancing
Services, Inc.
Dallas, Texas
(214) 349-4644
TAB Solutions, Inc.
Lakeway, Texas
(720) 220-1062
TABFX, LLC
San Juan, Texas
(956) 510-8022
Technical Air Balance,
Texas
Spring, Texas
(281) 651-1844
Texas Test & Balance
Houston, Texas
(281) 358-2118

UTAH

Mechanical Testing
Corporation
Leeds, Utah
(435) 879-9284
RSAnalysis, Inc.
Sandy, Utah
(801) 255-5015

VIRGINIA

C&W-TESCO, Inc.
Midlothian, Virginia
(804) 379-9345
Mid-Atlantic Test &
Balance, Inc.
South Boston, Virginia
(434) 572-4025
Palmetto Air &
Water Balance, Inc.
Charlottesville, Virginia
(864) 877-6832

WASHINGTON
Eagle Test & Balance
Bellevue, Washington
(425) 747-9256
TAC Services, LLC
Bow, Washington
(360) 255-5306

National Precisionaire, LLC
Houston, Texas
(281) 449-0961

WISCONSIN

PHI Service Agency, Inc.
San Antonio, Texas
(210) 224-1665
PHI Service Agency, Inc.
Austin, Texas
(512) 339-4757
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A.H.S. Testing & Balancing, Ltd.
Duguld, Manitoba
(204) 224-1416
Air Movement Services, Ltd.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
(204) 233-7456
AIRDRONICS, Inc.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
(204) 253-6647
D.F.C. Mechanical Testing
& Balancing, Ltd.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
(204) 694-4901

NEW BRUNSWICK

Controlled Air Management, Ltd.
Moncton, New Brunswick
(506) 852-3529
Scan Air Balance 1998 Ltd.
Dieppe, New Brunswick
(506) 857-9100
Source Management Limited
Hanwell, New Brunswick
(506) 443-9803

NEWFOUNDLAND

Vanne Technical Services, Inc.
St. Johns, Canada
(709) 753-9600

NOVA SCOTIA

Griffin Air Balance, Ltd.
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
(902) 434-1084
Scotia Air Balance 1996 Limited
Antigonish Co., Nova Scotia
(902) 232-2491

Arian Tab Services
Herndon, Virginia
(703) 319-1000

Engineered Air Balance Co., Inc.
Spring, Texas
(281) 873-7084

Online Air Balancing Company
Houston, Texas
(713) 453-5497

MANITOBA

Professional System
Analysis, Inc.
Germantown, Wisconsin
(262) 253-4146

ONTARIO

Accu-Air Balance Co.
(1991), Inc.
Windsor, Ontario
(519) 256-4543
Air & Water Precision
Balancing, Inc.
Toronto, Ontario
(647) 896-5353
Airwaso Canada, Inc.
London, Ontario
(519) 652-4040
Caltab Air Balance, Inc.
Tecumseh, Ontario
(519) 259-1581
Caltab Air Balance, Inc.
Tecumseh, Ontario
(519) 259-1581
Climatech Services
Thunder Bay, Ontario
(807) 628-3636
Dynamic Flow Balancing, Ltd.
Oakville, Ontario
(905) 338-0808
Kanata Air Balancing &
Engineering Services
Ottawa, Ontario
(613) 226-1220
Pro-Air Testing, Inc.
Toronto, Ontario
(416) 252-3232
Vital-Canada Group, Inc.
Mississauga, Ontario
(905) 848-1000
VPG Associates Limited
King City, Ontario
(905) 833-4334
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YOUR COMPLETE
SUITE OF HVAC & IAQ
EQUIPMENT
TSI is your one-stop-shop for
ventilation and indoor air quality
instrumentation. Simplify your
equipment portfolio while working
with the most accurate instruments
available on the market today.
TSI offers a full line of:
+ Capture Hoods
+ Micromanometers
+ Hydronic Manometers
+ Velocity Meters
+ Thermal Anemometers
+ Indoor Air Quality Monitors

To learn more, visit tsi.com/comfort

